Audio, Lighting & Staging:

EDUCATION SPACES

Jands is a proudly Australian owned company that has been providing
professional audio, lighting and staging solutions to the entertainment
industry since 1970.
At Jands we believe in delivering top tier products and providing
innovative and reliable solutions for our customers. Our professional
team of sales and engineering staff can assist you with every step,
from technical specification and design, through to commissioning and
implementation.
We have the experience and ability to support a broad variety of industries:

•

Corporate Business

•

Rental Production/Touring

•

Education

•

Live Performance Spaces

•

Government

•

•

Retail

Theatres/Performance
Spaces

•

Hospitality

•

•

Broadcast

Architectural Lighting
Applications

At its heart, Jands as a company values excellence, integrity and
professionalism and believes in working together to find the right solutions
and products to suit your needs and budget.

WHAT DO SCHOOLS
NEED IN A SOUND
SYSTEM?

Choose the right solution for your school
When it comes to audio, many schools often
start and finish with the price tag and forget
to consider what they actually need. Some
applications may require a high degree of
portability and intelligibility, such as using a PA
on an outdoor sports field or moving between
different rooms in the music department
(portable audio), whilst buildings such as school
halls and performance venues, that are utilised
regularly, may get better results with a fixed-point
installation that suits the uniqueness of the space
(installed audio).
When your focus is on the price tag and not your
requirement, you can end up with a PA system

that doesn't service any of these needs. Poor
intelligibility, feedback, speakers operating under
duress and audio that still doesn't reach the back
row. How can you make sure you get the right
solution for your school?
Jands offer a wide range of portable and
installed audio products, combined with
decades of knowledge helping school achieve
the best sound possible within budget. Get in
touch with us today to find out how we can help
your school.

AUDIO
It must be able to provide consistent and quality audio
to ensure a positive learning experience. Jands can
provide audio consistency in product range, installation
and customer support alike.
Does your presentation hall double as a performance space? Utilising the correct microphones to
ensure proper use of the flexible hall space could take those productions to the next level. Shure’s
wired and wireless microphones have become legendary in the field of vocal and instrument
reproduction. Whether you require a wired lectern mic or a wireless headset solution, Shure
understand what is required of your performance space, creating products of unmatched quality,
reliability and durability.
Employing a Jands Audio Solution will ensure your spaces are consistently reinforced with the highest
quality sound from some the world’s most recognised and trusted brands.

MOTIV

®

iOS and USB Recording Solutions
Shure’s MOTIV digital microphones and mobileready recording devices offer artists, video
content creators, and podcasters an array of
useful hardware for capturing quality sound
wherever they go. Options ranging from all-inone digital microphones to iOS-ready preamps
let you choose the format that best fits your
situation, and on-board functions such as preset
modes for speech and music make capturing
great audio a breeze.

Shure MV88

Shure MVL

The MV88 iOS stereo condenser microphone
offers content creators unrivaled convenience
and professional-quality audio on the go. It’s
the quick, easy way to create, capture, and
share your way, anywhere.

Simply clip the MVL omnidirectional
condenser lavalier microphone to your
shirt, collar, lapel, or tie and plug it into
your device to capture crisp, clear, quality
audio for interviews, lectures, and speaking
performances.

iOS Digital Stereo Condenser Microphone

Applications: Recording music, vlogging, and
mobile journalism

iOS Omnidirectional Lavalier Microphone

Applications: Mobile journalism

Shure MV51

Shure MVi

With both iOS and USB connectivity, the
MV51 digital large-diaphragm condenser
microphone offers podcasters professionalquality audio, with the versatility and control of
five front panel DSP preset modes and back
panel headphone monitoring.

Delivering the convenience of a professional
sound studio on the go, the MOTIV MVi
Portable Digital Audio Interface connects
any standard XLR microphone or ¼" plug
guitar, bass, or keyboard to any Mac, PC,
iPhone, iPod, iPad or Android device for
seamless, high-quality audio capture.

Large-diaphragm Condenser Microphone for
iOS & USB

Applications: Recording music, podcasting,
and vlogging

Shure MV5

Condenser Microphone for iOS & USB
With easy-to-use iOS and USB connectivity,
the MV5 condenser microphone offers content
creators professional-quality audio, with
the flexibility and control of switchable DSP
recording presets and headphone monitoring.
Applications: Recording music, podcasting,
and vlogging

iOS Omnidirectional Lavalier Microphone

Applications: Recording music, podcasting

Shure Wired Microphones

Shure PG ALTA Microphones

Shure BETA Microphones

The PGA series is an entry level range of microphones, based on
the success of their SM counterparts and designed to meet the
same rigorous standards of durability. The PGA range from Shure
perform incredibly, and offer a high performance microphone
at a competitive price point. An expanded suite of affordable
microphones includes new side-address, gooseneck drum, and
clip-on horn models.

Consistently excellent performance has made Beta Microphones
the choice of top performers worldwide. Renowned for their
warmth, presence and sensitivity to fine detail, Beta cartridge
configurations and carefully tailored response curves are as
distinctive as the artists who prefer them.

Shure SM Microphones

Shure MX418 Gooseneck Microphone

SM Microphones are equal to the demands of high-energy
performance, proven time and time again through decades
of rigorous use by performers and engineers of all experience
levels. The renowned sound and construction of the SM
Microphone line has remained the metric by which all other
microphone performance has been judged, setting standards for
ruggedness, reduced handling noise and improved gain-beforefeedback. In live performance and recording applications, SM
Microphones are legendary – virtually indestructible professional
utility.

Shure Microflex MX400 Series microphones are miniature
gooseneck-mounted electret condenser microphones designed
primarily for speech and vocal pickup. They can be mounted
on lecterns, pulpits, or conference tables. All models include
a preamplifier and are available with interchangeable cardioid,
supercardioid, or omnidirectional cartridges.

MX405 MX410

MX15

MX400SMP

MX412/MX418

Shure Wireless Microphone Systems

Shure BLX-R
Making the jump to wireless should be liberating, not challenging.
Shure BLX Wireless Systems combine professional quality sound
with simple setup and an intuitive interface for performance
you can trust right out of the box. Precision built and available
in a variety of handheld, lavalier, instrument and headset
configurations, it’s the most accessible way for students and
teachers to own the stage.

Shure GLX-D Advanced
The clearest sound from world-renowned Shure microphones via
proprietary digital wireless technology. Save on battery costs with
rechargeable Lithium-ion batteries with accurate battery metering
for up to 16 hours use from a full charge. Seamless multi-system
configurations match the demands of most small to medium
education institutions, with rock solid performance and increased
channel count.

Shure QLX-D Wireless
Delivers defined, streamlined performance with transparent 24-bit
digital audio. Combining professional features with simplified
setup and operation, QLX-D® offers outstanding wireless
functionality for demanding live sound events and installations.

Studio Reference Monitors

KRK Systems Rokit Series
KRK Systems is one of the world’s most respected manufacturers of studio reference monitors. In their state of the art design facility,
KRK engineers create products that deliver natural and balanced spectral response with low distortion and superior imaging. KRK
ROKIT Generation 3 monitors continue in this design philosophy, so regardless of your musical style, genre, or particular mixing needs,
KRK ROKITs deliver professional performance and accuracy for recording, mixing, mastering and playback.
Available in ROKIT 5”, ROKIT 6”, ROKIT 8” & ROKIT 10” models.

KRK Systems V-Series
KRK Systems V Series 4 nearfield studio monitors are specifically designed for audio production applications where accurate
reproduction is critical. KRK worked with hundreds of pro engineers/producers/mixers to develop these ground-breaking monitors.
School’s with facilities for audio and video recording and editing as well as sound design and audio production will benefit from adding
the V Series 4 as the go to monitor of choice.
Available in V4”, V6” and V8” models.

Desktop Monitors

Cerwin-Vega XD
Cerwin-Vega XD desktop monitors are the next level performance
in compact sound systems. Unlike plastic multimedia speakers,
XDs wooden cabinets ensure tight bass - essential for accurate
media creation. With a total of three desktop models to choose
from; right for any budget or footprint, and each with multiple
input connections for easy setup. Add the XD8S Subwoofer with
the desktop remote for extended low frequencies and convenient
system control.

Powered Loudspeakers

Cerwin-Vega CVE
The CVE line of powered speakers, single 10", 12" and 15" tops
with one 18” subwoofer is ideal for small-to- medium size venues
where portability is paramount, or a lightweight, integrated audio
solution is essential. The simplified yet effective control panel
allows for quick, efficient setup—even by non-professionals—
to match various acoustical environments. And for added
convenience, you can stream audio from a smartphone or tablet
via Bluetooth.

Cerwin-Vega CVX
Selecting a powered speaker solution should never be a
compromise. The Cerwin Vega CVX Series speaker line delivers
best in class design whether your audio needs are small, medium
or large coverage applications. The CVX line of four powered
speakers (single 10" and 15" tops, with 18" and 21" subwoofers)
are true road warriors. With up to 1500 watts of clean power
(2000 watts for Subwoofers), wide dispersion, fully defined bass,
and smooth highs, the CVX speakers deliver a big, clear sound
that blankets an audience evenly.

Powered Loudspeakers

QSC K.2 Series Powered Loudspeakers
The QSC K.2 Series™ can function as either the Main PA or as a Floor Monitor. Each model can also be flown, wall- or truss-mounted
or placed on a speaker pole, either straight-firing or with 7.5 degree down-tilt. This flexibility makes it a smart choice for a wide range of
live sound applications.
The QSC K.2 Series™ features an industry leading 6-Year Warranty with product registration.
Available models: K8.2 (8” woofer), K10.2 (10” woofer) and K12.2 (12” woofer)

Digital Mixers

QSC TouchMix Compact Digital Mixers
TouchMix™ is quite simply the most powerful, small-format digital mixer series ever created. From the highly compact TouchMix-8,
medium sized TouchMix-16, to the flagship TouchMix-30 Pro, the TouchMix Series offers the unique features, capabilities and sound
quality of the world's most esteemed large-format consoles in a refined and portable package.

WHAT DO YOU NEED
TO CONSIDER WHEN
BUYING A LIGHTING
CONSOLE?

If you’ve been asked to buy a new lighting console
for your school, the good news is that the decision
is much easier than it seems. At Jands, our team of
lighting experts can help you find one that fits your
needs and budget.

1. Who will be using the console?
Do you need a teaching tool for aspiring young techies? Does your console need to be user-friendly, so
volunteers can jump in with minimal training? Or is your tech team made up of seasoned hands who can
really put a sophisticated board through its paces?
All consoles can deliver an amazing lighting design but can have drastically different learning curves. Make
sure your next one is a good fit for the people who'll be using it.

2. What productions are you running?
Lighting consoles are the backbone of a wide variety of events - concerts, plays, musicals and worship
sessions. Different events prioritise different lighting styles and schemes, so the production type will be
another key consideration for your next console.

3. How long will you use the console?
Lighting consoles last for quite a long time. In fact, there are still venues using ones from several decades
ago. While these devices have a long operating life, the technology under the hood advances quickly. If
this will be the only console you buy for a long time, it can be worth opting for a more advanced model
that won't get left behind by new advances in just a few years.

4. What’s your budget?
There are no shortcuts to a great lighting console, but you don't have to break the bank to get one that
suits your venue and needs. Choosing certain brands or foregoing unnecessary features will help you find
the right console at the right price.

ETC Lighting Products

ETC ColorSource Par

ETC ColorSource CYC

An LED luminaire crafted by lighting experts, the ColorSource
PAR uses a proportionate recipe of red, green, blue, a twist
of lime and an extra dash of red to expand the ColorSource
PAR's colour range, giving richness only possible from ETC LED
luminaires. It outputs bright, beautiful light, is easy to use – with or
without a lighting desk – and lives up to ETC's high standards for
quality. Available in original or Deep Blue array options.

The ColorSource®CYC is a dedicated cyclorama fixture with a
sole purpose of creating beautiful, smooth washes of light on a
cyclorama or wall. With a compact and lightweight design, it fits
easily on your stage floor or hangs from a pipe. Because these
fixtures are fanless, and all-LED, they consume a fraction of the
power of other standard CYC fixtures. And LED means no more
gel! Your budget can go toward something other than replacing
lamp after expensive lamp, and the saturated coloured gel that
burns through after a couple of shows.

ETC Source Four® LED

ETC ColorSource™ Console

The Source Four LED Series 2 is more than just a spotlight. With
three light engines capable of producing the most expansive LED
colour range or natural-looking and tuneable white light, and a
series of adapters, lens tubes and accessories, the Source Four
LED Series 2 luminaire can be transformed to fit any lighting task.

Portable Lighting Control Desk. Run lighting effects, mix LED
colours, and, with the AV consoles, play sound and video effects.
Features a 7” multi-touch screen for information display, control
of moving light parameters and data entry. Available in two
sizes (20 faders and 40 faders) with optional audio/visual output
capability (ColorSource AV). These affordable, portable desks
specialize in streamlined, plug-and-play setup.

®

USHIO Lighting Fixture

Xebex by Ushio SAI-300 Follow Spotlight
The portable size and ease of use makes the SAI-300 Followspot ideal for use in schools,
halls, house of worships, auditoriums and multipurpose venues. At just 97.5 cm long and
weighing only 17 KGs, it makes an ideal choice for education institutions seeking a powerful
but portable follow spotlight.

Robe Lighting Products

Robe LEDBeam 150™
The best things come in small packages, now with zoom included. ROBIN® LEDBeam 150
is the answer with fast sweeping beams and a wide far-reaching quality wash in a compact
housing. Attractive colourful chases and smooth transitions are powered by a cluster of high
power multichip 30W RGBW LEDs.

Robe ParFect 150™ FW RGBW
Professional luminaire in affordable package made in Europe. ParFect 150 FW is a static fixture
with a fresnel wash type of light output.The compact and lightweight moulded composite unit
includes a combined hanging bracket and floor stand. Exceptionally quiet – ParFect 150 is a
perfect solution for school theatres, concert halls and any kind of installation.

Robe LEDWash 300+™
Utilising 19 multichip LEDs and motorized linear zoom the ROBIN® 300+ LEDWash offers
great flexibility with superior homogenisation of the light source.This lightweight compact
fixture is ideal for all small-to-medium applications, particularly those where space and
accessibility is an issue.

Jands Lighting Products

Jands JLX-Lite
Need a lighting bar that is economical, quick to install and designed to meet all electrical
and safety regulations? Introducing the Jands JLX-Lite - a lightweight lighting bar system
that has been designed with ease of installation in mind. The JLX-Lite is intended for
static installations such as school halls, clubs, ballrooms and exhibition spaces and
designed to be installed by a licensed electrician.

Jands HUB XCD Power
Control System
Allows venues to easily integrate control of
the stage power and a mixed inventory of
LED and traditional lighting into the building
management infrastructure. Features a Standby
mode which enables all connected loads to be
globally turned on or off, reducing power usage
substantially when venues are not in use.

Jands Stage CL
Designed specifically for LED pars and wash fixtures but just as
suitable for conventional lights, the Stage CL gives you full control
of your LEDs and is incredibly easy to use. The Stage CL gives
you all the manual controls and automation you need to get the
most out of your LEDs. Best of all, it‘s so easy to use you don‘t
need to know anything about lighting.

JANDS VENUE
ENGINEERING
Jands is Australia’s leading supplier of technical equipment for the
education market. Our recent projects include Wellington Street Public
School (Bondi, NSW), Presbyterian Ladies College (Burwood, VIC),
Mentone Grammar School (Mentone, VIC), and many other public and
private schools across Australia.
Jands has been consulting, designing, manufacturing and supplying audio,
lighting and staging equipment to the Australian entertainment industry for
the past 40 years. We are experienced, passionate and committed to our
industry.
We believe it is possible to provide a professional theatrical environment for
a small percentage of the cost of a multi-purpose hall.
For more information for all your staging requirements,
please visit: http://www.jands.com.au/solutions/education

Solutions for a
MULTI-PURPOSE
VENUE With No
Stage

Solutions for a
MULTI-PURPOSE
VENUE With
Stage

Venues such as this are expected to serve
many functions including hosting sporting
activities, large meetings and occasional live
production. Typically such venues are a tall
rectangular space with a flat timber floor, the
latter often doubling as an indoor sport or
dance floor.

Those venues with an emphasis on live
performance are usually equipped with
a hall that has a dedicated raised stage
area. Typically such venues are a tall
rectangular space with a flat timber floor,
with a dedicated stage at one end, usually
900mm above the auditorium floor level. The
floor area is often used for indoor sports or
dancing.

For a venue such as this, Jands recommends
the supply and installation of the following
equipment:

For a venue such as this, Jands recommends
the supply and installation of the following
equipment:

•

Drape C Form tracking system
together with hand drawn bi-parting
main drapes, legs, and a rear drape.

•

•

JLX series fixed wired lighting bars
over the stage together with a winched
front of stage wired JLX lighting bar.

Drape tracking system together with
cord operated bi-parting main drapes,
cord operated mid stage drapes, legs,
borders and a set of cord operated
rear drapes.

•

Lighting system with a dimmer rack,
patch system, lighting control desk
and a basic complement of luminaires.

JLX series fixed lighting bars over the
stage together with a winched front of
stage JLX lighting bar.

•

Lighting system with two dimmer
racks, patch system, lighting control
desk and a basic complement of
luminaires.

•

Sound system including fixed left and
right loudspeakers together with a
mixing console and microphones.

•

•

Sound system including portable
powered loudspeakers.

Get in touch with the experts at Jands today to discuss your venue requirements!
(02) 9582 0909 • www.jands.com.au

Solutions for a
PERFORMANCE SPACE With Stage
Dedicated performance spaces are present in those venues that target performing arts. The seating
plane is usually inclined to provide spectators with a better view of the stage and the facilities generally
in terms of lighting, audio and staging, are more elaborate to facilitate the undertaking of more complex
performances. Typically this type of venue will be equipped with winched lighting bars, a complement of
dimmers, theatrical luminaires, together with an elaborate sound system complete with a subwoofer.

For performance spaces, Jands recommends the supply and installation of the following equipment:
•

•

•

Drape tracking system together with
electrically operated bi-parting main
drapes, cord operated mid stage
drapes, legs, borders cord operated
rear drapes and a cyclorama.
JLX series winched wired lighting bars
over the stage together with a winched
JLX front of stage lighting bar.
Lighting system with multiple dimmer
racks, patch system, programmable
lighting control desk and a suitable
complement of luminaires.

•

Sound system including left and right
loudspeakers, mixing console, sub
woofer loudspeakers and microphones.

•

Performance communication system
including headsets, belt packs and
master station.

•

Motorised hoists and scenery battens.

•

Motorised stage elevator.

•

Acoustic banners.

Get in touch with the experts at Jands today to discuss your venue requirements!
(02) 9582 0909 • www.jands.com.au

Jands Staging Products

Jands H500P-VX 500KG Motorised Hoist
The Jands H500P-VX is a packaged pile wind hoist and control system ready to be
used “out of the box”, featuring a minimum 500kg lifting capacity, provision for 6 x 5mm
wire ropes and 14m of drift. Discrete brake contactors and an integral Emergency Stop
circuit, combined with the redundant braking system, ensure that the highest levels of
safety are achieved.

Jands JH Curtain Track
Professional tracking system designed for heavy duty applications. The Jands
JH heavy duty extruded aluminium curtain track is ideal for use in theatre,
cinema, touring and hire applications. Unlike steel truss style tracks, the Jands
JH extruded track is easily curved and does not require welding.

Movecat Chain Hoist

Movecat Plus 500-4 Chain Hoist
MOVECAT PLUS hoists were created for daily rigging use in the assembly and
disassembly of stage, concert and studio equipment in the theatre, studio and
multi-function hall sectors and represent the ideal and safe solution for professional
applications, thanks to their light weight and highly compact dimensions.

Case Study – Emmanuel College
School Theatre

Located in the suburb of Carrara, less than 5
kilometres from the Gold Coast CBD, Emmanuel
College is a Christian school for approximately
1450 students from Prep to Year 12 with an
affiliated/on-campus kindergarten.
The school has recently completed the
construction of a traditional proscenium theatre
complete fly tower, motorised hoists and a
motorised stage platform.
The structural proscenium opening is 12.0m wide x
5.5m high with a stage height of 1000mm. The fly
tower height allows 13.75m to the underside of the
rigging beams to enable show flying of scenery out
of view of the audience.
The stage floor is sprung timber flooring comprising
a fixed forestage section of 1200mm depth and an
additional curved thrust stage area provided by the
motorised stage platform extending about 3300mm
into the auditorium. The permanent stage depth is
approximately 10.0m forming an overall acting area
behind the proscenium setting line of approximately
12.0m wide x 8.5m deep plus a large forestage
area when the platform is in the upper position.
There is additional wing space which varies in width
extending out to 5.0m on each side of the stage.

A Gala Spiralift system was chosen for the
motorised stage platform as it is the world’s most
compact lifting system, featuring a coiled, flexible,
flat steel band that expands with the insertion of a
thin, vertically-oriented spiral steel band to form a
highly rigid vertical column. The result is a stable,
fully adjustable column formed of continuously
integrated, I-shaped sections.
The Spiralift requires relative low-power motor
drives thanks to its very high mechanical efficiency.
Spiralift units can be configured easily in modular
designs to suit any platform geometry and building
architecture.
Five over-stage rigging beams are spaced 3.1m
apart, parallel to the centre line of the stage. These
rigging beams running up/down stage provide
the main structural support for the motorised
battens that in turn support the stage equipment
such as drapes, lights, and adjustable borders
etc. Additional FOH beams are also provided at a
lower level (approximately 8.6m above stage level)
from the front of the proscenium extending out
to the FOH lighting bridge to cater for any flown
equipment over the forestage area. This includes
any FOH temporary rigging, projectors and FOH
speaker positions.

Four motorised bars are provided for lighting
bars, with static battens included for the required
complement of masking drapes over the stage. In
addition, high speed motorised rigging bars have
been provided to allow for show flying of scenery,
backdrops or other suspended equipment. A
control system allows curtains, backdrops, scrims,
cycloramas and other scenery props to be flown
in and out during a performance. Each batten has
a maximum SWL of approximately 250kg and is
capable of adjustable flying speeds of between
150mm/second and 1.5 m/second.
Four Jands JLX PRO lighting bars are positioned
over the stage, raised and lowered via four Jands
H500PVX 500kg SWL hoists. These lighting
bars only need to be moved when lights or other
flown hardware are being hung, maintained or
removed, remaining static during performances and
rehearsals.

To cater to a variety of performances, adjustable
masking can be used to alter the proscenium
geometry to a smaller format when required. The
top proscenium masking border (Teaser) allows
the reduction of the proscenium height by up to
1.5m. Adjustable proscenium legs (Tormentors)
allow adjustment of the proscenium width from
12.0m down to 9.0m. The tormentors are manually
operated.
Jands Staging provided the main front of house
velvet drapes which are supported from a
motorised French-action (bi-parting) drape track
system Jands also supplied a cyclorama that is
dead hung at the rear of the stage together with
two sets of manually operated tab-tracks, one at
the rear of the stage to cover the cyclorama and
the other mid stage to act as a mid-stage curtain.

Photographs courtesy of Alder Constructions.

JANDS THEATRICAL
DRAPES
At Jands we know the difference that a great set of drapes can make to
a venue. Not just how it looks, but how it sounds and how smoothly your
whole stage operation works. We understand how to turn a basic space
such as a gym, a school auditorium, a community theatre or a convention
centre into an exciting, genuine theatrical environment.

How will Jands drapes make your stage great?
We’ve been dressing Australian stages with theatrical drapes since the 1970s. Venues of all types and
sizes, from scout halls to concert halls, and we’ve concluded that a great set of drapes will do four things:

1.

Make your venue look stylish, comfortable and welcoming

2.

Run smoothly and reliably in every show, every time

3.

Retain their colour, finish and overall ‘look’ for many years

4.

Comply with Australia’s fire and building compliance
regulations

Why Jands?
You might be thinking ‘I can get John’s mum to sew me a set of curtains, why should I ask a
company like Jands to do it?’
There are lots of good reasons to choose Jands to furnish your performance space. Here are just a few of
them:
•

Jands are the biggest stage production company in Australia, with over forty years of
tradecraft learnt the hard way – by providing lighting, sound and all other aspects of staging
to productions of all kinds, in venues of all sizes.

•

Jands have the biggest curtain room in the southern hemisphere and some of Australia’s
most experienced and dedicated machinists, who take real pride in their workmanship.
Their sole aim is to produce the best drapes they can to the highest international standards,
whatever the application.

•

Jands use only the best-quality, solid colour, fire-retardant materials, chosen for their
elegance and durability and are fully compliant with Australian fire specifications.

•

Jands provide nationwide service, and we will still be around five or ten years from now if
you need us.

•

Jands take on any job, no matter how big or small.

At Jands, we believe we can provide the best drapes at the best price, whatever your needs and
wherever you are. We provide a complete end-to end service: a detailed quotation, installation, fast
service and repair Australia wide. In short, Jands offers you much more than just a set of theatrical
drapes. So give us a call and ask us to come and give you a free quotation.

To find out how a Jands dressed stage or space can revolutionise your venue,
call us today on

02 9582 0909.

elegance

safety

Can you dress your stage the way you want it?

Fire regulations? I’d never thought of that.

Your curtains speak volumes to your audience about your
venue and the show they’re about to see. An old and worn
set of theatrical drapes says to your audience ‘We’re not too
concerned about our appearance.’ Your audience want to be
treated to a spectacle and the setting is a crucial part. There’s
something magic about a set of well-proportioned wool or
velvet curtains, carefully tailored to suit the venue. When those
lights go down and the audience holds its breath, a great set
of theatrical drapes will give you a sense of pride in your
presentation that nothing else can.

In any performance venue there’s always a risk of fire: hot
lights; sets made of painted wood and canvas; electrical wiring
running everywhere; fire is a constant threat. Consequently,
all drapes in places of public entertainment must comply
with Building Code Australia (BCA) Specification C1.10, and
it’s your responsibility to ensure your curtains meet these
specifications. All fabrics used by Jands as theatrical fabrics
are flame retarded during the manufacturing of the base fabric
so they meet Australian Standard AS1530 Parts (2) & (3).

reliability
Act 1, Scene 1 - oh, the curtain has jammed…
We’ve all seen it happen: the lights go down; the curtains
sweep open; the carefully-constructed set of centre stage is
revealed in all its glory. Then suddenly, the curtains stop half
open and the show lurches to a halt. This is a stage manager’s
nightmare.
But there’s no need ever to go through it. Jands runners and
track are specifically designed for theatre, so you can be sure
that with proper installation and maintenance you’ll never
have this experience.

longevity
How old did you say these drapes were?
Where other drapes will lose their colour, begin shedding
threads or start to become transparent, Jands curtains retain
their original look and feel for far longer. Why? Because we
choose the best-quality materials and the colour most suited
to your venue, then expertly sew and hang the drapes to ensure
they retain their original condition for as long as possible. We
take pride in our ability to design and install theatrical drapes
so they have the longest possible life.

longevity

reliability
elegance
Theatrical
Drapes

safety

How to dress a stage with Jands
theatrical drapes.
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